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Introduction  
In the 1920s and 1930s a number of highly regarded bookbinders published instructions 
aimed at young students.  The idea was to find a vocation for students.    Notable examples 
came from Douglas Cockerell, Dryad Handicrafts, James Mason and William Matthews. 
 
These instructions follow closely William Matthews’ Pamphlet Binding first published in 1930 
in Simple Bookbinding for Junior Schools.    Following these instructions will produce a 16 
leaf (32 page) trimmed A6 sized book. 
 
Steps 
1. Gather materials & tools  
2. Fold section 
3. Sew section  
4. Reinforce the spine 
5. Trim the section 
6. Trim boards 
7. Attach boards  
8. Slit the joints 
9. Trim cloth and cover the spine 
10. Trim board papers and cover boards 
11. Glue down the endpapers 
 
  



1. Gather materials and tools 
 
Materials 
Glue – PVA mixed with starch paste or straight PVA 
9 sheets of A5 short grain paper – 8 for the text block and 1 for the attachment paper 
1 sheet of A5 short grained heavier coloured paper for the endpaper 
1m of heavy cotton or standard linen thread 
2 pieces of long grain board or heavy card A6 size long grain 
1 piece of scrim or mull 140mm 25mm wide (calico or light cotton will do) 
1 piece of bookcloth or other heavy cloth at least 200mm long and 80mm wide 
Enough heavy decorated paper to cover the book.  Must have grain head to tail 
 
A kit with enough material to make 4 books is available at  
https://dasbookbinding.com/shop/ 
 
Tools 
Steel ruler 
Craft knife with fresh blade 
Plastic 45 degree set square 
Bone folder or the end of a rounded table knife 
Bookbinders needle – darning needle 
1 inch glue brush 
Cutting mat 
Bench hook (optional) 
 
 
2.  Fold section 
 
Take 8 leaves of ruled A5 paper and knock up to make even.  Fold in half, crisping the fold 
with a bone folder.  
 
Fold the coloured paste down sheet and the plain attachment sheet separately.  Don’t sharpen 
the fold as this has to go around the text block.  Put the coloured sheet and then the plain 
sheet around the text block and knock up evenly to the head.  Put a clothes peg on half the 
sheets near the centre fold to hold the sheets firmly in place. 
 
  



3. Sew section 
 
Using an awl punch 5 holes through the inside of the fold, the first in the middle, then 20mm 
from each end, and half way between the middle and the end holes.  Punch the holes over a 
piece of corrugated cardboard and push the awl in at 45 degrees to make sure the hole goes 
through the centre of the fold. 
 
With the thread and needle sew in the pattern shown in the diagram.  There are two options, 
and both work well.  Just choose one and try the other next time. 

 
Figure 1 The sewing patterns.  Matthews uses A and Cockerell uses B.  They both work well. 

 
  



4. Reinforce the spine (Mulling up) 
 
Over a piece of waste paper apply adhesive along the spine a bit over 1cm onto the outside of 
the text block.  Apply half the scrim to this side.  Turn over and glue the other side and wrap 
the scrim firmly around the spine.  Leave to dry for a few minutes. 
 

 
Figure 2 The spine reinforced and the text position on one board. 

 
5. Trim the section 
 
Make a pencil mark near the fore-edge just inside the uneven pages.  Measure this from the 
spine and mark it top and bottom.  Using a very sharp craft knife and steel ruler trim off the 
uneven fore-edge.  Repeated light cuts will give a smoother result over excessive force and less 
cuts.  Using the steel ruler and a plastic set square trim the top and bottom square.  Measure 
from corner to corner to make sure the book is square (not square shaped, just that the 
corners are right-angles). 
 
  



6. Trim boards 
 
The front and back cover boards will be 6mm longer than the height of the book, to give two 
3mm squares (the overhang), and 3mm less than the width, to give a 3mm overhang at the 
fore-edge and 6mm groove at the spine. 
 
Use the steel ruler and set square to cut the covers, known as boards, to size. 
 
7. Attach the boards 
 
Very carefully put a pencil mark 6mm from the spine at the top and bottom of the text block 
and rule a line on both sides. 
 
On a waste sheet glue out one of the boards.  Position very carefully so the edge of the board 
comes down on the 6mm marks with 3mm overhang at the head (top) and tail (bottom).  
Gently lower the board down onto the outside of the text block.  Turn over the text block and 
with the book on the edge of the bench open it and smooth out any wrinkles. 
 
Repeat for the other cover board. 
 
8. Slit the joints 
 
To allow the spine cover to turn over and down into the spine cavity the inner joints need to 
be cut for about 15mm as shown in the diagram.  Use the sharp craft knife to do this. 
 

 
Figure 3 Slit the inner joints at the 4 positions shown to allow the spine covering to turn-in. 

 



9. Trim cloth and cover the spine 
 
It is considered pleasing if the spine cloth covers one quarter of the width of the book.  
Measure from the fore-edge of the boards to the outside of the spine and divide by 4.  The 
spine cloth will be overlapped by the board paper by 3mm, so add this to the quarter 
measurement.  Mark at the head and tail the distance calculated from the outside edge of the 
spine and draw a line.  Do this on both sides of the book. 
 
Wrap a strip of scrap paper tightly around the spine of the book and mark the 2 lines just 
ruled on the boards.  The width of the spine covering can be measured off this piece of paper. 
 
Cut the spine cloth so it is 25mm longer than the spine, to give two 10mm turn-ins (plus some 
for the thickness of the boards), and the width measured previously.  On waste paper glue the 
glue.  Pitch the edge of the cloth to the line drawn on one side of the book.  Wrap the cloth 
around the spine and again pitch to the line.  The cloth should be firm around the spine of 
the booklet. 
 
Open the book flat on the bench but holding the text block vertically.  This should open up a 
hollow in the spine.  Open the hollow with a bone folders.  Cradle the book in the palm of 
your hand in this position, and gently roll the turn-in into the hollow.  Then use your thumb 
and forefinger the roll the turn-in over either side.  Put the book back down on the bench and 
use your bone folder to crisp up the turn-ins over the boards.  Repeat at the other end.  
Freshen up the glue on the second turn-in before doing it if needed. 
 
10. Trim board papers and cover boards 

 
The board paper overlaps the spine covering by 3mm.  To help place the paper correctly use 
an awl to make prick mars at the head and tail 3mm in on the spine cloth, on both sides of 
the book.  Measure from the prick mark to the edge of the book.  Add 15 mm for the turn-in.  
This is with width of the board paper.  The height is the height of the board plus 30mm, 
which is the two 15mm turn-ins.  Once cut to size glue out on some waste paper and pitching 
to the 2 prick marks lay down the board paper.  Rub down under some rubbing paper.  
Rubbing paper is a non-stick paper, like baking paper, which is used to protect fragile wet 
paper. 
 

 
Figure 4 A mitred corner turn-in 



Bookbinders always turn in the head and tail before the fore-edge.  But before turning in the 
corners need to be trimmed.  This type of corner is called a mitred corner.  Trim at 45 
degrees 1.5 times the board thickness (3mm) from the corner of the board.  This is sown in a 
diagram.  After turning in the head there is a little tab of paper sticking out from the board.  
Gently push this down into the corner of the board with your thumb nail. 
 
Once the head and tail are turned in, turn in the fore-edge.  If the glue has dried, refresh 
before turning in.  When turning in use the bone folder to get nice crisp edges. 
 
 
11. Glue down the endpapers 
 
Place a piece of waste paper between the endpaper and the text block.  Glue out the 
endpaper.  Remove the waste sheet.  Gently close the book by lowering the board onto the 
glued endpaper.  To reduce the chance of creases it is possible to slightly bend the board and 
roll it down onto the pastedown.  Turn over the book and open it up on the edge of the bench 
and careful smooth down the endpaper.  If the paper is fragile use rubbing down paper as 
described earlier. 
 
Repeat with the other side. 
 
Stand the book up open and leave to dry. 
 
The booklet or pamphlet is now complete. 
 
If you experience any problems, please watch the video tutorial for this project on the DAS 
Bookbinding YouTube channel which is linked off the DAS Bookbinding website.  If you are 
still having problems, please contact me on the email address below and I’m sure we’ll have 
you producing beautiful books in no time. 
 
By Darryn A. Schneider, March 2019 
darryn@dasbookbinding.com 
http://dasbookbinding.com/ 


